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We develop a vortex metal theory for partial filled Landau Level at ν = 1
2n
, whose ground state
contains a composite Fermi surface(FS) formed by the vortex of electrons. In the projected Landau
Level limit, the composite Fermi surface contains −pi
n
Berry phase. Such fractional Berry phase is a
consequence of LL projection which produces the GMP guiding center algebra and embellishes an
anomalous velocity to the equation of motion for the vortex metal. Further, we investigate a particle-
hole symmetric bilayer system with ν1 =
1
2n
and ν2 = 1 −
1
2n
at each layer, and demonstrate that
the −pi
n
Berry phase on the composite Fermi surface leads to the suppression of 2kf back-scattering
between the PH partner bilayer, which could be a smoking gun to detect the fractional Berry phase.
We also mention various instabilities and competing orders in such bilayer system including a Z4n
topological order phase driven by quantum criticality.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Landau Fermi liquid mechanism reveals the qualita-
tive structure and universal behavior of interacting Fermi
surface at low temperature. However, in low dimension
system, there exists a rich class of metallic states be-
yond the Landau Fermi liquid paradigm. In 1d, the
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid, whose low energy effective
theory can be bosonized, exhibits exotic transport be-
havior and spin-charge separation in low energy spec-
trum. In 2d, the non-Fermi liquid, whose ground state
still contains a Fermi surface with decoherent quasipar-
ticle, is another explicit example where the Fermi liquid
mechanism breaks down. Candidates of 2d non-Fermi
liquid[1–8] include the partial filled Landau Level at fill-
ing 12n ; the strange metal regime near the quantum crit-
ical points and/or inside the symmetry breaking phase;
the U(1) spin liquids in organic materials. Most of these
non-Fermi liquids were explored and observed in exper-
iment, which display unconventional transport proper-
ties and lack of well-defined spectral peak. In addition,
recent study on SYK models[9–12] in higher dimension
introduces an exact solvable Hamiltonian for non-Fermi
liquid. In the large N limit, one could utilize the out-of-
time-ordered[13] correlator to characterize the decoher-
ent nature of non-Fermi liquid.
Interacting 2d electrons in the presence of strong
magnetic field exhibit rich phase diagram and exotic
phenomenon[14]. Beyond the incompressible quantum
Hall insulator, there also exists a class of compressible
metallic state when electrons are at even filling fac-
tor ν = 12n [14–16]. Motivated by the idea of compos-
ite Fermion(CF) with flux attachment[17, 18], Halperin,
Lee, and Read(HLR)[15] initially developed a theoretical
framework for partial filled Landau level with metallic
behavior. When each fermion is attached with 2n flux,
the composite fermion forms a Fermi surface with strong
and nonlocal interaction mediated by dynamical gauge
fields. The gauge boson is overdamped by the gapless
Fermi surface, and the fermion encounters inelastic scat-
tering mediate by gauge boson. Hence, the composite
Fermi surface becomes chaotic and decoherent at low T
and the quasiparticles acquire finite lifetime[7, 19–22].
The HLR theory provides a simple but primitive frame-
work to clarify the existence of a stable Fermi surface in
ν = 12n filled Landau Levels(LL). Such composite Fermi
surface with non-Fermi liquid nature contains unconven-
tional transport properties. The existence of ‘composite
Fermi surface’ with finite wave vector could be probed in
experiment by measuring the Weiss oscillation and static
dielectric response[23]. One can also subtract the Fermi
wave vector of the composite Fermi surface[24–27] in nu-
merical simulations by scaling the entanglement entropy
with a leading order of L ln(L) or by figuring out the sin-
gularity of Lindhard function, which mostly agrees with
the HLR predication.
In the large magnetic field limit where the inter LL
gap is much larger than any other interaction scale, one
could ignore the effect from LL mixing and project the
Hilbert space to the lowest LL in IR theory. In such limit,
the half-filled Landau level contains an exact Particle-
Hole(PH) symmetry. In addition, for LL bilayer with
filling ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1 − 12n at each layer, the sys-
tem also contains an explicit PH symmetry(up to layer
switching). However, based on the previous flux attach-
ment picture in HLR theory, all these phases contain a
composite Fermi surface with finite Fermi wave vector.
While a Fermi surface indicates non-zero chemical po-
tential, it is paradoxical to get a ‘survival Fermi surface’
in the PH symmetric limit[21, 28–37].
Recently, Son proposed a new composite Dirac liq-
uid theory for half-filled LL system[38], whose composite
Fermi surface is charge neutral and contains a π Berry
phase. In terms of duality mapping, the composite Fermi
surface is formed by the vortex of the electron, and per-
ceives the PH symmetry in a way akin to time reversal.
Afterwards, a group of pioneers[29, 30, 39–47] develops
similar composite Dirac liquid theory in a microscopic
point of view to verify this theory.
Among these approaches, we get an intuition that the
vortex nature of the composite Fermi surface, as well
as the π Berry phase, is a consequence of LL projec-
tion which changes the local Hilbert space and leads
to the guiding center algebra with non-commutative
2geometry[48]. Motivated by these pioneer study, we ex-
pect the partial filled Landau Level at filling ν = 12n ,
whose ground state forms a composite Fermi surface,
shall contain similar features including a πn Berry phase,
as well as the ‘vortex nature’ of the quasiparticle near
the Fermi surface, which perceives the PH symmetry in
terms of time reversal.
In this paper, we explore the partial-filled Landau
Level at even denominator, whose ground state exhibits
non-Fermi liquid behavior[40]. We start with the partial
filled Landau level at ν = 12n , as well as its PH partner
at ν = 1− 12n . These PH partner pairs contain composite
Fermi surfaces of the same size, and the quasiparticle on
the Fermi surface is formed by vortex of the original elec-
trons. In such vortex metal, the PH symmetry acts on
the composite Fermi surface in the form of time-reversal,
and this makes the composite Fermi surface survive in the
lowest Landau Level limit. We would demonstrate that
the guiding center algebra from Landau level projection,
creates an anomalous velocity for the motion of compos-
ite Fermion and hence generates a −πn (2π +
π
n ) Berry
phase for ν = 12n (ν = 1− 12n ) LL. Such fractional Berry
phase could be verified by the back-scattering between
PH partner states whose 2kf singularity is suppressed.
Further, we investigate the various instabilities and com-
peting orders in quantum Hall bilayer at ν1 =
1
2n and
ν2 = 1 − 12n filling, and propose an exotic symmetry in-
variant gapped phase with Z4n topological order which
covers a quantum critical region. This result agrees with
some recent numerical study[49] on half-filled quantum
Hall bilayers with unconventional intermediate states.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE COMPOSITE
FERMION THEORY IN HALF-FILLED LANDAU
LEVELS
For interacting electrons confined in a 2d quantum
well in the presence of magnetic field at ν = 12 fill-
ing fraction, the many-body system forms a compress-
ible metallic state with exotic transport behavior. In the
long-established HLR approach, the composite fermion,
formed by electron attached with two flux quanta, does
not perceive the external magnetic field and finally forms
a composite Fermi surface at charge neutrality.
L = Ψ†,cf(iD0 + 1
2m
D2i )Ψ
cf +
1
8π
(a−A) ∧ d(a−A)
+
1
g
(da)2
Dµ = ∂µ + iaµ (1)
The composite fermi surface couples with a dynamical
gauge theory ‘a’, which emerges from the flux attach-
ment procedure. The Chern-Simons term indicates the
constraint between flux density and composite fermion
density. The Maxwell term describes electron interac-
tion in the density-density channel. The dynamical gauge
field creates strong and nonlocal interaction between the
composite fermion. The Fermi surface survives under
gauge fluctuation, while the quasiparticle near the Fermi
surface becomes decoherent and dies away with finite
lifetime. Different from the usual Fermi liquid theory
where the Fermion would always encounter with pairing
instability at low temperature, the pairing channel in our
composite fermion theory is strongly suppressed by gauge
fluctuation and hence the Fermi surface is stable at zero
temperature.
While the HLR theory clarifies the ground state of the
half-filled Landau Level(LL) problem, there seems to be
a self-contradiction if we go to the lowest Landau level
limit. When the electron interaction strength is far below
the Landau Level gap, the IR theory merely cares about
the electron in the lowest Landau Level. By projecting
the physical Hilbert space into the lowest Landau Level,
the electron at half filling fraction contains a particle-
hole(PH) symmetry. For a usual PH symmetric theory,
one does not expect any survival Fermi surface. As a
Fermi surface with finite size contains a non-zero chemi-
cal potential, the usual PH operation, which transforms
Ψ† → Ψ, gives a negative chemical potential and hence
the theory is not compatible with PH symmetry. Then
how does the composite Fermi surface here survive in the
lowest LL with PH symmetry?
This question was under debate for decades until
Son[38] proposed the Dirac description of Half-filled LL
via a duality argument.
L = Ψ†cfγµ(∂µ + iaµ)Ψcf −
1
4π
a ∧ dA+ 1
8π
A ∧ dA
+
1
g
(da)2 (2)
The composite Fermi surface in Son’s theory is described
by a Dirac fermion at finite chemical potential and hence
carries a π Berry phase. The Fermi surface still couples
with a dynamical U(1) gauge field which finally turns
the system into a non-Fermi liquid but the U(1) gauge
theory does not have a Chern-Simons term(which breaks
PH symmetry). The PH symmetry here is anti-unitary
and acts on the composite Fermi surface in a similar way
as time reversal,
Ψcf → iσyΨcf ,
a0 → a0,
ai → −ai (3)
Concurrently, Wang and Senthil[40] proposed a vor-
tex metal theory for half-filled Landau Level via a wave
function argument.
The trial wave function of half-filled LL before LL pro-
jection could be written in terms of,
Ψ(zi, zj ......) =
∏
i<j
(zi − zj) det[ei(k¯izi+ki z¯i)/2](zi − zj)
(4)
3The det term indicates the composite fermions form
a Fermi surface while (zi − zj)2 indicates each com-
posite fermion is a combination of electron and 2 vor-
tices(correlation holes). The composite fermion is at
charge neutrality so each vortex(correlation hole) con-
tains charge −e/2. The self-statistics of the vortex is π,
which could be retained from the Chern-Simons term.
Before LL projection, the fermion bound with two vor-
tices(correlation holes) form a composite Fermi surface at
charge neutrality. Once we project the Hilbert space into
the lowest LL, the GMP algebra[48] of the guiding center
coordinate requires the wave-function to be holomorphic
so z¯ is replaced with ∂z . Replace this algebra into Eq
[4], there appears a translation operator ei
ǫijkil
2
B
∂j
2 which
shifts one vortex away from the composite fermion center
in a direction orthogonal to the Fermi momentum of the
composite fermion[42].
The shifted CF contains a dipole configuration and
each dipole-end carries charge ±e/2. Consequently, the
vortex-fermion bound state forms a charge dipole and
it carries momentum perpendicular to the dipole. This
is similar to the spin-orbital coupling in Dirac fermions
where the spin and momentum are locked[42]. In addi-
tion, when we go around the Fermi surface, the fermion’s
momentum angle winds around 2π and so is the dipole.
As the dipole’s self-rotation accumulates a π Berry phase,
the Fermi surface also carries π berry phase which ex-
actly matches the theory of Dirac Fermi surface. The
PH symmetry rotates the dipole by 180 degrees so one
can express the symmetry operator as Kiσy which rotates
the Dirac spinor. The mass term of the Dirac fermion,
which breaks PH symmetry is absent here. In addition,
as the theory contains a Fermi surface, the only IR theory
one could manifest is the composite Fermi surface with π
Berry phase while the structure far below the Fermi sur-
face is not presented in the IR limit. Hence, there is no
guarantee that the fermion far below the Fermi surface is
relativistic and the Dirac point is not presented in such
theory.
Such wave function picture evidently reveals the ori-
gin of ‘Dirac spinor’ in a non-relativistic half-filled LL
system. The dipole of the composite fermion, emerge
from LL projection plays the role as Dirac spinor and the
dipole-momentum locking is responsible for the π Berry
phase on the Dirac Fermi surface. In addition, such mi-
croscopic wave function indicates that the PH symmetry
acts on the CF in terms of time-reversal, which compati-
bly explains the survival of Fermi surface in the presence
of PH symmetry.
Similar dipole argument could be extended to what-
ever partial filled LL with even denominator ν = 12n [40].
The composite fermion, consists of electron and 2n flux
quanta, forms a stable Fermi surface. LL projection
moves 2n − 1 vortex away from the electron in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the Fermi momentum. Such dipole
momentum locking ensures a nonzero Berry phase on the
Fermi surface. Since the statistical phase acquired by the
dipole self-rotation is −πn (or 2π− −πn up to a gauge trans-
formation), the composite Fermi surface also contains −πn
Berry phase.
However, the wave function approach in Ref.[40] could
be subtle as they assume LL projection merely shift one
vortex away from the composite fermion center and this
is the key process to obtain the correct Berry phase in
dipole-momentum locking argument. (If LL projection
shift both vortices, the self-rotation of the dipole would
accumulate 2π Berry phase). However, recent numerical
simulation[50] indicates such wave function choice would
have higher energy. In addition, once we tune the mi-
croscopic detail of the system, the wave function would
be decorated with more complicated structure and the
dipole argument fails.
III. EMERGENT BERRY CURVATURE AND
ANOMALOUS VELOCITY
As the Berry curvature on the Fermi surface is a conse-
quence of LL projection, the Berry phase should be uni-
versal and insensitive to any microscopic details as long
as the particle-hole symmetry is preserved. Hereafter, we
would demonstrate the existence of the Berry phase via
more general argument regardless of any microscopic de-
tail or assumption. The emergence of a fractional Berry
phase of the composite Fermi surface is a consequence of
LL projection while the PH symmetry only enhance the
robustness of the Berry phase. The GMP algebra and
guiding center coordinate, which reflects the key essence
of LL projection should be enough to derive the Berry
phase in partial filled Landau Level at ν = 12n .
Before we proceed, we first revisit the composite Fermi
surface in HLR theory, which could be regarded as a
Galilean invariant Fermi surface formed by composite
particles. Take two quasiparticles on the Fermi surface
with momentum k and k′, if there exist a phase factor
between these two states which cannot be gauged away,
there must be a non-vanishing Berry connection between
the two states and this contributes to the Berry connec-
tion of the Fermi surface. In the composite Fermi surface
problem, we choose quasiparticle ψ(~k) with momentum
~k near the composite Fermi surface and generate another
quasiparticle ψ(~k′) with momentum ~k′ (k, k′ ∼ |kf |) by,
ψ(~k′) = eiθk−k′(kxy−kyx)ψ(~k) (5)
eiθk−k′(kxy−kyx) is the rotation operator in momentum
space which changes the Fermi momentum angle by
θk−k′ .
The Berry connection of the composite Fermi surface
without LL projection is trivial and could be gauge away,
Aki(k′) =
〈ψ(~k)|e−iθk−k′ (kxy−kyx) ∂ki eiθk−k′ (kxy−kyx)|ψ(~k)〉 = 0
(6)
When we perform LL projection to the composite
Fermi surface, the quasiparticle near the Fermi surface
4FIG. 1. two quasiparticles with momentum k and k′ on the
Composite Fermi surface
is still labeled by the same momentum k. Hence one can
take Eq [5] and apply LL projection operator on both
sides of the equation.
PLLLψ(~k′) = PLLLe
iθk−k′ (kxy−kyx)PLLLψ(~k) (7)
Once we perform LL projection, the operator x, y in
the rotation generator should be replaced by guiding
center operator Rx, Ry. The motion of the composite
Fermion in the lowest LL is characterized by the guiding
coordinate Ri with non-commutative geometry.
PLLLriPLLL = Ri
Ri = ri − ǫijΠj/B, [Rx, Ry] = −i(lB)2 (8)
Hence, the rotation generator in momentum space be-
comes
PLLLe
iθ(kxRy−kyRx)PLLL =
eiθ(kxRy−kyRx) = eiθ(kxy−kyx)/2 e−iθ(k
2
x+k
2
y)/B (9)
In IR theory, we only focus on the quasiparticle near the
composite Fermi surface at wave vector kf ,
e−iθk−k′ (k
2
x+k
2
y)/BPLLLψ(~k)
= e−iθk−k′(k
2
f )/BPLLLψ(~k) = e
−iθk−k′νPLLLψ(~k) (10)
Hence, the wave function of quasiparticle on the FS with
momentum k′ and k has the relation,
PLLLψ(~k′) = e
iθk−k′ (kxy−kyx)/2e−iθk−k′νPLLLψ(k) (11)
We do not have an explicit form for the wave function
PLLLψ(k) as it could be dependable to some microscopic
details of the many-body system. However, It is trans-
parent that the LL projection creates a nontrivial phase
factor e−iθk−k′ν between two states on the Fermi sur-
face with momentum k, k′. Such phase factor emerges
due to the LL projection and guiding center algebra.
The phase factor is universal without any microscopic
assumption and cannot be gauged away. (Meanwhile,
the phase eiθk−k′ν(kxy−kyx)/2 does not contribute to the
Berry curvature.)
When we have filling fraction ν = 12n , the Berry phase
of the Fermi surface is,
∫
FS
ǫij∂kjAkidkxdky =
= −2πν = −π
n
(12)
The Berry phase of the composite Fermi surface is −2πν.
For ν = 1/2, the Berry phase would be −π(or π up to a
gauge transformation). Such emergent Berry phase due
to LL projection is universal and is merely a consequence
of the non-commutative algebra [Rx, Ry] = −i(lB)2 for
the guiding center coordinates, which controls the motion
of the composite fermion near the Fermi surface.
For the conventional Fermi surface with non-vanishing
Berry connection, the Berry phase comes from the spin-
orbital coupling so the Fermi momentum is locked with
the spin(or pseudo-spin) orientation near the Fermi sur-
face. The Berry curvature contributes an anomalous ve-
locity to the equation of motion for the electron and
hence generates a non-quantized Hall response.
In a metallic system, the semiclassical equation of mo-
tion of an electron can be written as[51, 52],
dka
dt
= Ea + ǫ
abcBc
dxb
dt
dxa
dt
=
∂ǫ(k)
∂ka
+ F ab(k)
dkb
dt
(13)
Here we take charge and light speed to unity. E,B are
the electromagnetic field and F ab(k) is the antisymmet-
ric Berry curvature at momentum k. ∂ǫ(k)∂ka is the group
velocity of the fermion wave packet. F ab(k)dkbdt is the
anomalous velocity part which suggests the wave packet
of the fermion is self-rotating when moving along the
group velocity direction. The Berry curvature F ab(k)
performs as the Lorenz Force in momentum space. Com-
bining two equations in Eq[13] one obtains the charge
Hall response Jb =
∫
FS dkxdkyF
ab(k) Ea. The total
Berry curvature φ =
∫
FS dkxdkyF
ab(k) of the filled
states determines the non-quantized Hall conductivity
contributed from Fermi surface.
For our composite Fermi surface at ν = 12n LL, the
Fermi surface is charge neutral and it does not perceive
the external magnetic field. Before LL projection, the
Fermi surface has no Berry phase so we choose a specific
Berry connection by taking Ai(k) = 0 for all filled mo-
mentum. The semiclassical equation of motion for the
composite fermion before LL projection is,
dka
dt
= ea
dxa
dt
=
∂ǫ(k)
∂ka
(14)
5Here ea is the electric field generated by the dynamical
gauge field a (which refers to the electron current). The
composite Fermion without LL projection does not con-
tain anomalous velocity.
Apply the LL projection, the motion of the composite
fermion should be labeled by guiding center coordinate
Ra. Take the definition of Ri = ri − ǫijΠj/B and insert
them to the equation of motion,
dRa
dt
=
dxa
2dt
− ǫ
ab
B
dkb
dt
=
∂ǫ(k)
2∂ka
− ǫ
ab
B
dkb
dt
,
dka
dt
= ea (15)
Even the original Galilean invariant composite Fermi
surface does not contain any Berry curvature induced
anomalous velocity, once we project the Hilbert space
into the lowest LL, the motion of the composite Fermion
on the Fermi surface is controlled by the guiding center
coordinate Ri, which involves the moving of a particle in
the background of cyclotron motions as Fig. 2. Hence,
the ‘wave packet of the composite fermion’ emerges an
anomalous velocity due to the cyclotron motion of the
lowest Landau Level.
FIG. 2. Motion of the composite Fermion in the Lowest LL.
The blue line labels the trajectory of the guiding center co-
ordinate, which involves a group velocity, together with an
anomalous velocity due to the background of cyclotron mo-
tion(red spiral line).
φ = −
∫
FS
dkxdky
1
B
= −(2π)2ρcf/B = −2πν (16)
Hence, for partial filled LL at ν = 12n with a metallic
ground state, the Berry phase of the composite Fermi
surface is −πn . Such anomalous velocity on the Fermi sur-
face would create anomalous Hall conductivity −e
2
2nh and
generate a Chern-Simons term for the dynamical gauge
field −ν4π a ∧ da. For half-filled LL, the anomalous Hall
conductivity generated by the Fermi surface cancels the
Chern-Simons term from flux attachment, and the theory
finally becomes PH invariant.
IV. VORTEX METAL WITH A BERRY PHASE
A. vortex metal theory for ν = 1
2n
In this section, we refine the composite Fermion ap-
proach for ν = 12n Landau Level from a Chern-Simons
point of view in the lowest Landau Level limit. As we
had demonstrated in our previous content, LL projection
creates anomalous velocity and generates Berry phase for
the composite Fermi surface. We would further elab-
orate that the corresponding composite Fermion theory
becomes a vortex metal and the Chern-Simons term from
flux attachment is canceled due to anomalous velocity.
To operate the Chern-Simons description for ν = 12n
filled LL, we attach 2n correlation holes to the electron.
The composite Fermion forms a Fermi surface coupled to
a dynamical U(1) gauge theory.
L = Ψ†,cf(iD0 + 1
2m
D2i )Ψ
cf +
1
8nπ
(a−A) ∧ d(a−A)
+
1
g
(da)2
Di = i∂i + ai (17)
The Chern-Simons gauge field a indicates the constraint
between gauge flux and charge density. The Maxwell
term 1g (da)
2 performs the electron density-density inter-
action.
In the zero loop level, the Chern-Simons gauge flux
is locked with the fermion density and hence cancels the
external magnetic flux. The constraint between the com-
posite fermion and gauge fluctuation reads,
−ǫij qiaj(q)
4nπ
= ρe(q) =
∑
a
eiqr
a
(18)
ρe(q) is the electron density and ra is the coordinate of
a-th electron before LL projection.
After LL projection, the equation of motion for com-
posite fermion is labeled by guiding center coordinate.
From now on, we replace the coordinate operator with
Ri = ri − ǫijΠj/B. The constraint between Chern-
Simons flux and fermion density thereby becomes,
−ǫij qiaj(q)
4nπ
= ρe(q) =
∑
a
eiqR
a
(19)
Hence, we can write a modified Chern-Simons theory
where the composite Fermion’s motion is labeled in terms
of R,
L = Ψ†,cf(R)(iD0 + 1
2m
D2i )Ψ
cf (R)
+
1
g
(da)2 +
1
8π
(a−A) ∧ d(a−A)
Di = i∂i + ai(R) (20)
The composite fermion sits at the guiding center coordi-
nate R. The theory becomes nonlocal due to the non-
commutative geometry of the guiding center algebra. In
addition, the gauge theory shall contain a cubic Moyal
product term aµ ⋆aν ⋆aρ term[53] which reflects the non-
local feature of the gauge field. However, as this cubic
term vanishes at long wave-length limit, we do not in-
clude them in our theory.
6As we had demonstrated in previous section in Eq
[15,16], the motion of the composite fermion labeled by
guiding center coordinate contains anomalous velocity
and non-zero Berry curvature. Such anomalous velocity
is a consequence of LL projection, which force the com-
posite fermion to move in the background of cyclotron
motion of the lowest LL.
dRa
dt
=
dxa
2dt
− ǫ
ab
B
dkb
dt
=
∂ǫ(k)
2∂ka
− ǫ
ab
B
dkb
dt
,
dka
dt
= ea (21)
The Fermi surface thereby generates a Berry phase −πn
together with the additional Chern-Simons term −18nπa ∧
da. This cancels the Chern-Simons term in the original
flux attachment theory and the new composite fermion
theory with projective LL is,
L = Ψ†,cf(iD0 + 1
2m′
D2i )Ψ
cf − 1
4nπ
Ada+
1
8nπ
AdA
Di = ∂i + iai (22)
The new theory in the projective LL limit contains a
Fermi surface coupling with a dynamical gauge field a.
The original Chern-Simons term for a is canceled the by
anomalous Hall conductivity of the Fermi surface. The
Fermi surface contains a Berry phase −π/n(which is not
apparent in Eq [22]). m′ is the effective mass of the com-
posite Fermion near the Fermi surface renormalized by
Landau parameter F1. We would like to emphasize that
Eq [22], as the low energy effective theory for a composite
Fermi surface, only involves the fermions near the Fermi
surface at k ∼ kf . The composite Fermion dispersion far
below the Fermi surface is not presented in this theory
and is not essentially quadratic.
Apply the saddle point solution for a, we have
ρcf =
B
(2n)2π
, ρe = − b
4nπ
+
B
4nπ
(23)
This suggests the 4nπ gauge flux of a in Eq [22] refers to
the electron density while the composite fermion is the
vortex of the physical electron. The composite fermion
density is bound to the external magnetic field.
The Berry phase of the composite Fermi surface is non-
quantized and could flow away to whatever value from 0
to 2π under perturbation. In half-filled LL, the π Berry
phase is robust only if there is an explicit particle-hole
symmetry which constrains the Berry phase to be a Z2
invariant. For other metallic states at ν = 12n filling,
there is no such symmetry to stabilize the Berry phase.
However, if we have a particle-hole partner bilayer with
ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1 − 12n on each layer, the system con-
tains a particle-hole (up to a layer switching) symmetry.
This new symmetry constraint could protect the over-
all Berry phase of the bilayer metallic system. We would
elaborate the symmetry protected Berry phase in the rest
part of this paper.
B. vortex metal theory for ν = 1− 1
2n
In this part, we consider the PH partner of the ν = 12n
LL, namely, the partial filled LL at ν = 1− 12n . One could
view such states as holes at filling ν = 12n in the back-
ground of the filled LL. Before LL projection, one could
write down a Chern-Simons gauge theory by attaching
−2n flux quanta to the hole,
L = Ψ′†,cf (iD0 + 1
2m
D2i )Ψ
′cf − 1
8nπ
(a+A)d(a +A)
+
1
4π
AdA
Di = ∂i + iai (24)
The first two terms imply each hole is attached with 2n
vortices and such composite particle Ψ′cf forms a Fermi
surface. The last term is the Hall conductivity of the
background IQHE which fills the lowest LL.
Projecting the theory to the lowest LL, one could
duplicate the similar argument in Section IVA. Af-
ter LL projection, the composite particle Ψ′cf gains
anomalous velocity. The Fermi surface contains a Berry
phase of π/n and produces the anomalous Hall response
1
8nπa∧da. The anomalous Hall conductivity would cancel
the Chern-Simons term in Eq [24] due to flux attachment
and the consequential theory is,
L = Ψ′†,cf(iD0 + 1
2m
D2i )Ψ
′cf − 1
4nπ
Ada+
2n− 1
8nπ
AdA
Di = ∂i + iai (25)
The composite fermi surface contains a π/n Berry phase
and share the same Fermi momentum as that in ν = 12n
filled LL. However, the vacuum of this ‘composite fermi
surface’ is the n = 1 LL which already carries a 2π Berry
phase due to the chirality of IQH state. If we choose
the empty LL as the vacuum, the Berry phase of the
composite Fermi surface for ν = 1− 12n would be 2π+π/n.
FIG. 3. two-layered system with filling fraction ν1 =
1
2n
and
ν2 = 1−
1
2n
The composite hole liquid at ν = 1 − 12n could be re-
garded as the PH conjugate of the composite particle
liquid at ν = 12n . If we have a bilayer LL as Fig 3 with
filling fraction ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1− 12n on each layer, the
system contains PH symmetry(up to a layer switching op-
eration). The two composite fermi surfaces have the same
size with Berry phase −π/n and 2π + π/n. The totally
7Berry phase 2π contributed by the bilayer metal is pro-
tected by PH symmetry. Although a 2π Berry phase on
a single Fermi surface is trivial, the bilayer system with
two Fermi surfaces at identical size has a Berry phase
ambiguity to 4π. Hence, the 2π Berry phase in the bi-
layer system is still nontrivial and each Fermi surface on
the top/bottom layer only contribute a fraction of them.
C. the role of particle-hole symmetry
While we had explicitly demonstrated that the LL pro-
jection creates a Berry phase for the Fermi surface, the
role of PH symmetry, and how it acts on the composite
fermion level remain unsolved. It is clear that the phys-
ical electron is changed into a hole under PH symmetry.
However, the composite fermion Ψ†,cf , which consists of
both physical electrons operator and correlation vortex
projected into the lowest LL, does not necessarily change
into composite hole Ψcf under PH.
In order to investigate the role of PH symmetry for
composite fermion, one could check the minimal coupling
between composite fermion current and U(1) gauge po-
tential after PH transformation.
For a physical electron current Je who couples with
the EM field as ~Je ~A, after PH transformation, the hole
current couples with the EM field as − ~Jh ~A. This indi-
cates the PH symmetry switch the creation operator to
the annihilation operator and hence carries opposite U(1)
charge.
As we had demonstrated in our previous section, the
composite fermion current ~Jcf merely couples with the
dynamical U(1) gauge field.
L = ~Jcf~a− 1
4nπ
Ada+
1
8nπ
AdA (26)
PH symmetry takes (a0, ax, ay) to (a0,−ax,−ay).The
term 14nπa ∧ dA indicates a 4nπ flux of a is an electron.
Hence 14πda is the physical electron current and the com-
posite fermion could be regarded as the ‘vortex’ of the
physical electron.
After PH symmetry transformation from Eq [22] to Eq
[24], the theory of composite hole liquid is,
L = ~J ′cf~a− 1
4nπ
Ada+
2n− 1
8nπ
AdA (27)
~J ′cf is the composite fermion current after PH transfor-
mation which minimal couples with the dynamical gauge
field a. The term 14nπa ∧ dA indicates 14nπda is still the
electron current. As the composite fermion current after
PH transformation still carries the same gauge charge,
the ‘composite fermion’ is still a vortex of the electron
and PH symmetry transformation does not change com-
posite particle to its antiparticle. Instead, it acts as a
CT symmetry which turns the Berry phase from −π/n
to π/n. As a result, we can conclude that the PH sym-
metry acting on CF as CT symmetry. This is straight-
forward if we regard the CF as the vortex of the physical
electron. In particle vortex duality[39, 41, 44], a parti-
cle becomes an anti-particle under PH operation, while a
vortex becomes its time reversal partner under PH. The
vortex nature of the composite Fermi liquid in ν = 12n
or ν = 1 − 12n filled LL is crucial as it takes PH symme-
try into time-reversal symmetry for the composite Fermi
surface, which makes the symmetry compatible with the
IR theory in the lowest LL limit.
D. transport signature of the vortex metal
In Landau Fermi liquid, there is a universal relation
between thermal and charge transport κ = σL0T , know
as the Wiedemann-Franz law. Such linear relation simply
implies both charge and heat carrier are contributed from
the electrons near the Fermi surface.
For a non-Fermi liquid system, such Wiedemann-Franz
paradigm fails and the universal relation between charge
and heat transport is absent in most non-Fermi liquids.
However, for partial filled Landau Level with a compos-
ite Fermi surface, the Fermi surface is formed by vortex
of the electron at charge neutrality. Such vortex metal
is the heat carrier and hence produce thermal transport
κ directly. However, as the vortex metal merely couple
with the dynamical gauge field a, they first bring about
the polarization tensor for gauge field a and the dynamics
of gauge current which couples with the electromagnetic
field finally contributes to the charge response. The re-
lation between κ and σa(conductivity of the composite
Fermi surface with respect to a) is
κ = σaL0T (28)
Meanwhile, after integrating out the dynamical gauge
field, one can readily figure out that σa is with inverse
relation of the charge conductivity σ ∼ 1/σa. Hence, the
‘Wiedemann-Franz’ for vortex metal is
κ ∼ 1
σ
L0T (29)
The charge and thermal transport coefficient have inverse
relation at fixed temperature[40]. This inverse relation
is a consequence of the vortex nature for the composite
Fermi surface and could be a smoking gun to probe and
verify the existence of vortex metal in experiment.
V. PH PARTNER LANDAU LEVEL BILAYER
A. Robustness of Berry phase under PH symmetry
Although we had demonstrated the existence of Berry
phase due to LL projection, the Berry phase in metal-
lic system(partial filled band) is not quantized and hence
can be perturbed to whatever value unless there is some
symmetry constraint. In this section, we study the bi-
layer Landau level system with ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1− 12n
8on each layer. We define a new particle-hole symmetry
which involves PH and layer switching operation. Such
bilayer system is particle-hole invariant and contains two
composite Fermi surface with identical size. The PH
symmetry protects the overall Berry phase of 2π con-
tributed from the two Fermi surfaces on each layer.
Imagine we apply the particle-hole symmetry(together
with layer switching) operation CT to the composite
Fermion.
CT : Ψcf1,k → eif(k)Ψcf2,−k; Ψcf2,k → eif
′(k)Ψcf1,−k (30)
Ψcfi,k is the composite Fermion with momentum k at i
layer. As we had established in our previous section,
Ψcfi,k is the vortex of the physical electron who perceives
the PH symmetry as time-reversal. f ′(k) and f(k) are
arbitrary phase factors as a function of k. Since PH sym-
metry is projective and anti-unitary, such phase factor
cannot be gauged away. Acting PH symmetry twice, we
have,
(CT )2Ψcf1,k = CT eif(k)Ψcf2,−k = e−if(k)eif
′(−k)Ψcf1,k (31)
For the bilayer system with ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1 − 12n
filling, the whole system has a filling fraction 1/2. If
we act the CT operator to the many-body system twice,
the wave function would gain an overall phase factor
(−1)N (N is the number of particles). This indicates the
system contains Kramers doublet when filling with odd
number electrons and each particle gains a phase fac-
tor eiπ when acting PH twice(see Appendix for detailed
proof). Therefore, the phase factor in Eq [30] cannot be
gauged away,
(CT )2Ψcf1,k = −Ψcf1,k → e−if(k)eif
′(−k) = −1 (32)
This relation is merely a consequence of the Kramers de-
generacy for PH symmetry in projected LL which does
not depend on any microscopic detail. To imply the con-
straint e−if(k)eif
′(−k) = −1, we take f(k) = f ′(k) = θk.
Then if the composite Fermion Ψcf1 on the first layer with
ν = 12n has a Berry phase α, the composite Fermion Ψ
cf
2
on the second layer at ν = 1− 12n should contain a Berry
phase 2π−α. Hence the overall Berry phase contributed
by the bilayer system is fixed as 2π and is protected by
PH symmetry. As the system contains two independent
Fermi surfaces, their Berry curvature can only be gauge
away by any integer of 4π and the 2π Berry phase here
is still nontrivial.
B. 2kf scattering between layers
In half-filled LL, the π Berry phase could be veri-
fied by the absence of 2kf back-scattering in the pres-
ence of disorder[24]. For a Dirac Fermi surface, the
back-scattering near Fermi surface Ψ†,cfk Ψ
cf
−k is PH odd.
Hence, any PH even operator should have a suppression
for singularity at 2kf as the PH odd back-scattering pro-
cedure does not contribute at leading order. In bilayer
system with ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1 − 12n on each layer, the
fractional Berry phase of the composite fermi surface on
each layer could be verified in a similar way.
Consider the 2kf back-scattering process between lay-
ers,
CT Ψcf,†1,k Ψcf2,−k = e−if(k)eif
′(−k)Ψ†,cf2,−kΨ
cf
1,k (33)
Take advantage of the relation we obtain in Eq [32] where
e−if(k)eif
′(−k) = −1, one could prove that such interlayer
back-scattering procedure is PH odd.
CT Ψcf,†1,k Ψcf2,−k = −Ψ†,cf2,−kΨcf1,k (34)
Hence, such bilayer system could be immune to any PH
invariant disorder. If we measure the PH even operators
with respect to interlayer scattering, there should be an
absence of 2kf singularity in the static correlation func-
tion.
FIG. 4. interlayer back-scattering in bilayer system with ν1 =
1
2n
and ν2 = 1−
1
2n
on each layer
However, if the two layers with ν = 12n and ν = 1− 12n
are totally decoupled, the interlayer U(1) gauge symme-
try is preserved. Any interlayer tunneling operator which
breaks this U(1) gauge symmetry would have a vanish-
ing expectation value. Hence, in order to measure the
interlayer back-scattering susceptibility, we shall turn on
weak interlayer coherence ∆Ψ†,cf2 Ψ
cf
1 + h.c. which effec-
tively turns on tunneling between composite Fermi sur-
faces. The two degenerate composite fermi surfaces from
two layers split into enlarged/shrunk Fermi surface with
Fermi momentum kf ±
√
∆. We assume
√
∆ << kf so
the low energy physics is still near k ∼ kf region. The
two enlarged/shrunk Fermi surfaces are composed of the
bonding/anti-bonding state Ψcf± = Ψ
cf
1 ± Ψcf2 between
the two layers. During this layer coherence procedure,
the PH symmetry is unbroken so the total Berry phase
of the two Fermi surface remains 2π. The PH-odd back-
scattering could be expressed as,
Ψ†,cf2,−kΨ
cf
1,k + h.c = Ψ
†,cf
+,−kΨ
cf
+,k −Ψ†,cf−,−kΨcf−,k + h.c (35)
9One could then define the PH even interlayer tunneling
operator and the absence of 2(kf±
√
∆) singularity could
be a smoking gun to probe the fractional Berry phase.
However, as the composite fermions come from the vor-
tex of the physical electrons, one shall not write down
a composite fermion tunneling term at UV level in the
Hamiltonian. Instead, such coherence and tunneling at
composite fermion level can only be realized via strong
interaction[56, 57], which makes it challenging to verify
in numerical simulations. In addition, even the 2kf sin-
gularity is suppressed at lowest order, there still exist
some PH even multi-fermion back-scattering process as
(Ψ†,cf2,−kΨ
cf
1,k + h.c)(Ψ
†,cf
1,k′Ψ
cf
1,k′ − Ψ†,cf2,−k′Ψcf2,−k′), so higher
order singularity at 2kf is still expected.
VI. COMPETING ORDERS IN PH PARTNER
BILAYER SYSTEM
A. exciton condensation from interlayer pairing
The partial filled Landau level forms a stable vortex
metal at even denominator. When we take a bilayers
system at ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1− 12n , where each layer is the
PH partner of the other, the bilayer system could exhibit
rich phase diagram with various competing orders.
For half-filled LL bilayer(n = 1), the composite Fermi
surface encounters with interlayer pairing instability at
short distance and the corresponding state is the known
as exciton condensate where electron and hole bound to-
gether toward superfluidity[54, 55]. When half-filled LL
bilayer is placing at intermediate distance, there could
appear some other instabilities such as interlayer coher-
ent composite Fermi liquid state[56, 57], where the com-
posite fermion acquires layer coherence and tunneling. In
addition, when the composite Fermi surface has both in-
terlayer coherence and interlayer pairing, the bilayer sys-
tem is fully gapped without any symmetry breaking and
the corresponding phase exhibit Z4 topological order[58].
To investigate the competing order in bilayer system
with ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1− 12n , we start with the situation
where the layers are fallen apart with two independent
composite Fermi surface,
L = Jcf,1µ (a−µ + a+µ )−
1
2nπ
A+da+ +
1
8nπ
A1dA1
Jcf,2µ (−a−µ + a+µ )−
1
2nπ
A−da− +
2n− 1
8nπ
A2dA2
+
V (r)
g
(da+)2 +
V ′(r)
g′
(da−)2
a± =
a1 ± a2
2
, A± =
A1 ±A2
2
(36)
Here Jcf is the composite fermion current and a1, a2 label
the internal gauge field on each layer which refer to the
electron degree of freedom. A1, A2 are the external elec-
tromagnetic field on each layer. The Maxwell term for
gauge fluctuation indicates the interaction between elec-
trons. If we assume the electron interaction has the form
of Coulomb potential, the interaction for a+ = a1+a22 is
long-ranged so V (r) = 1/r. Meanwhile, as the gauge flux
for a− = a1−a22 refers to an electron-hole bound state be-
tween layers, the interaction for a− is short-ranged in the
form of dipole interaction V ′(r) = 1/r3[58]. Therefore,
the gauge fluctuation at long wave-length is,
La(q) = q
g
(a+)2 +
q2
g′
(a−)2 (37)
When these gauge fields are exposed to the composite
Fermi surface, the coupling constant would flow as[1],
dg
dl
= −g2, dg
′
dl
=
g′
2
− (g′)2 (38)
Hence, the gauge fluctuation of a+ is strongly suppressed
by the Fermi surface while the gauge fluctuation of a−
remains with a finite coupling constant g′.
If one reduce the layer distance, the gauge fluctuation
a− introduces pairing instability between layers. Denote
V +/V − as the intra/interlayer BCS pairing vertex,
dV +
dl
= −(V +)2 + g′, dV
−
dl
= −(V −)2 − g′ (39)
The fluctuation for a− would suppress the intralayer pair-
ing but enhance the interlayer pairing. Here we ignore the
effect from a+ as its fluctuation is already screened by the
composite Fermi surface. Since the pairing gaps out the
composite Fermi surface and breaks the U(1) gauge sym-
metry, the gauge field a+ is Higgsed and the remaining
gauge field a− is gapless with a survival Maxwell term.
La(q) = 1
g′
(∂a−)2 − 1
2nπ
A−da− (40)
As the 4nπ flux of a− is the electron-hole bound state
between two layers, the gapless nature of a− indicates
the system was in the exciton condensation phase where
the physical electron and hole on each layer condensed to
form a (111) state (Ψ†,e1 Ψ
e
2 6= 0). The Maxwell term of a−
refers to the Goldstone mode with respect to interlayer
U(1) symmetry breaking, which could be viewed as the
dual description of exciton condensate.
B. Z4n topological order
Apart from the bilayer pairing state, the two composite
Fermi surface from each layer could also form an inter-
layer coherent composite Fermi liquid(ICCFL) state[56,
57]. This state spontaneously generates coherence(φ1 =
〈Ψ†,cf2 Ψcf1 〉 6= 0) between composite fermions(not elec-
trons) and breaks the U(1) gauge symmetry for a−. The
consequential state is still metallic, while the composite
Fermi surfaces from different layer form bonding/anti-
bonding states with an enlarged/shrunk composite Fermi
surface.
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During the phase transition toward ICCFL ,the critical
boson φ1 = 〈Ψ†,cf2 Ψcf1 〉 is massless around the critical re-
gion and the Landau damping effect of the critical boson
becomes more relevant. At the critical region, the strong
fluctuation of critical boson q
2
g′′ |φ1|2 could enhance the
interlayer pairing channel.
dV −s
dl
= −(V −)2 − g′ − g′′, dV
−
a
dl
= −(V −)2 − g′ + g′′
(41)
V −s and V
−
a refers to the interlayer pairing vertex
which is symmetric/asymmetric among layers. Since
both gauge fluctuation of a− and the critical boson φ1
enhance the symmetric interlayer pairing state, the crit-
ical regime near the ICCFL transition could be covered
by the superconductivity(SC) dome with respect to in-
terlayer pairing, as Fig 5. Thereby, there appears a
regime where a SC dome overlaps with interlayer coher-
ence where φ1 = 〈Ψ†,cf2 Ψcf1 〉 6= 0 and φ2 = 〈Ψcf2 Ψcf1 〉 6= 0.
The phase is fully gapped with no explicit symmetry
breaking. Indeed, such phase carries intrinsic topolog-
ical order.
FIG. 5. Phase diagram for the ICCFL transition. The SC
dome covers the quantum critical region for ICCFL transition.
There exist a region where φ1 = 〈Ψ
†,cf
2
Ψcf
1
〉 6= 0 and φ2 =
〈Ψcf
2
Ψcf
1
〉 6= 0.
To explore the topological structure of such phase, we
can write down the field theory of φ1 for ICCFL transi-
tion,
L = |(∂µ + 2a−µ )φ1|2 −
1
2πn
a−µ ∂A
− + a|φ1|2 + b|φ1|4
(42)
As the transition concur with interlayer pairing, the sys-
tem goes into an exciton condensate phase near the crit-
icality and the 4nπ monopole of a− is the exciton order
parameter. Due to the gauge field 2a− carried by φ1, in
the background of exciton condensate, φ1 is equivalent
to the 8nπ vortex of the exciton order parameter. The
condensation of φ1 is then akin to condensation of 4n
bundles of 2π vortices for the exciton order parameter.
As a result, the condensation of φ1, which Higgesd a
−,
would kill the Goldstone mode for interlayer U(1) and
restore the symmetry. Meanwhile, as the condensation
of φ1 is equivalent to the condensation of 4n bundle of
2π vortices, its resultant state shall exhibit Z4n gauge
theory so the phase contains Z4n topological order.
Recent numerical simulation[49] had shown that the
bilayer Half-filled Landau levels at intermediate layer dis-
tance could emerge a fully gapped phase between the ex-
citon condensate and the decoupled composite Fermi liq-
uid phase. Such phase contains a gapped spectrum and
flat Berry curvature distribution in both charge U(1) and
interlayer U(1) sector. This suggests the ground state
does not break either charge U(1) or interlayer U(1) sym-
metry.
Here we point out a possibility that the exotic in-
termediate phase revealed by the numerical result in
[49] is the Z4 topological order phase where both φ1 =
〈Ψ†,cf2 Ψcf1 〉 6= 0 and φ2 = 〈Ψcf2 Ψcf1 〉 6= 0. Although
the condensation of φ1 and φ2 requires two parameters,
the critical boson φ1 which drives the coherence between
two composite fermi surface could enhance the interlayer
pairing φ2 = 〈Ψcf2 Ψcf1 〉. Such quantum criticality en-
hanced pairing mechanism drives a coexistence phase
where the two composite Fermi surfaces have both in-
terlayer pairing and interlayer coherence. This generates
a symmetry invariant fully gapped phase with topological
order.
VII. CONCLUSION AND REMARK
At this stage, we revisit the partial filled Landau level
with even filling fraction. We demonstrate that the IR
theory for ν = 12n filled Landau level contains a com-
posite Fermi surface formed by the vortex of the elec-
tron. Such vortex metal is a non-Fermi liquid where the
quasiparticle near the Fermi surface is decoherent by the
gauge bosons. The composite Fermi surface for ν = 12n
contains −π/n Berry phase, which is a consequence of LL
projection and guiding center algebra. Such Berry phase
evokes an anomalous velocity to the composite Fermion’s
equation of motion. To measure the Berry phase effect,
we look into the bilayer partial filled Landau level at
ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1− 12n . Such PH symmetric bilayer sys-
tem contains two composite Fermi surface with the same
Fermi wave vector, each carries a Berry phase −π/n and
2π + π/n. The overall Berry phase of the bilayer vortex
metal is protected by PH symmetry. The back-scattering
between two layers is suppressed so the system is immune
to any PH symmetry invariant disorder. We also inves-
tigate the bilayer instability in PH partner bilayer, and
introduce a new Z4n topological order phase which partly
agrees with recent numerical result[49].
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Appendix A: Kramers degeneracy for PH symmetry
In this appendix, we would show that PH symmetry operation in bilayer system with ν = 12n and ν = 1 − 12n is
projective and contains Kramers degeneracy.
One could write the wave function of the partial filled LL bilayer as,
Ψ =
N1∏
i
c†i c
†
j...
N2∏
i′
d†i′d
†
j′ ..|0〉 (A1)
c and d are the electron creation operator on each layer with filling ν1 =
1
2n and ν2 = 1− 12n . |0〉 is the empty LL for
2 layers. The total number of the fermion N1 +N2 on two layers is half of the total orbitals 2N .
Now applying the PH symmetry CT . While the PH operator takes the electron creation operator to annihilation
operator, it also changes the vacuum from an empty LL toward a filled LL.
CT Ψ =
N2∏
i
cicj ...
N1∏
i′
di′dj′ |1〉
=
N2∏
i
cicj ...
N1∏
i′
di′dj′
N∏
i
c†i c
†
j ...
N∏
i
d†i′d
†
j′ |0〉 (A2)
|1〉 is the filled 0th LL for 2 layers. Acting the PH symmetry twice, one obtains
(CT )2 Ψ =
N1∏
i
c†ic
†
j ...
N2∏
i′
d†i′d
†
j′ ..
N∏
i
cicj ...
N∏
i
di′dj′ ..
N∏
i
c†i c
†
j...
N∏
i
d†i′d
†
j′ |0〉
=
N1∏
i
c†ic
†
j ...
N2∏
i′
d†i′d
†
j′ ..
N∏
i
cic
†
i cjc
†
j ...
N∏
i′
di′d
†
i′dj′d
†
j′ (−1)N(2N−1)|0〉
= (−1)N(2N−1)
N1∏
i
c†ic
†
j ...
N2∏
i′
d†i′d
†
j′ ..|0〉 = (−1)NΨ (A3)
Acting the PH symmetry twice gives a phase factor (−1)N .
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